READY TO AUTOMATE?
CONTACT US TODAY.
Cycle Labs is a software and
services company composed of
innovators dedicated to
modernizing enterprise solution
deployment and lowering risk
through world-class automation.
Cycle Labs is the owner of the
patented Cycle test automation
platform.

WHAT IS CYCLE®?
Cycle® is a patented on-premise
software solution, created by Cycle
Labs, that helps enterprises
validate that their business systems
and processes work as intended.
While other solutions are designed
for automated testing after
development and configuration has
occurred, Cycle testing begins
before these key phases and
continues during and after your Go
Live, identifying challenges earlier
and reducing production risk.

TEST AUTOMATION
SOLUTION OF CHOICE
FOR BLUE YONDER

Cyclelabs.io

1-866-366-1402

info@cyclelabs.io

WHY CHOOSE CYCLE?
Application Agnostic
Cycle is application-agnostic and
can be used with any business
system, including Enterprise
Resource Planning, Warehouse
Management and Order Management
Systems.

Easy-To-Use
Using the built-in recording
functionality in Cycle, business
process experts of varying
technical backgrounds can create
test scripts by simply recording
desktop and terminal user actions.

Risk Mitigation

Blue Yonder Library

Cycle enables you to execute tests
faster and more effectively so you
can address disruptions before
operations are impacted.

The Cycle platform includes the
Blue Yonder WMS Test Library,
developed by implementation
experts.

Test Automation
Conduct full-scale regression
tests of any enterprise-level
system. With Cycle's terminal
batch tab, you can also facilitate
large-scale volume tests.

BLUE YONDER LIBRARY
Accelerate your test automation efforts
and save thousands of hours of manual
labor.
The Library was designed from the
ground up by Blue Yonder experts to be
scalable to every deployment,
customizable for every business,
extensible to support every unique
requirement, and maintainable for a
constantly evolving WMS. It is
composed of hundreds of prewritten
tests cases as well as reusable building
blocks that can be assembled to fit your
business process of choice.
Our Library is the only solution
specifically designed for test automation
on Blue Yonder WMS.

WHY USE TEST
AUTOMATION?

“Cycle gave our QA team capability
to perform load testing that we
previously could never do.”

Solve issues before they
happen

- Hermanth Sign Bahadur

Manager Warehouse IT Applications, Michaels

Use automated testing to identify bugs
and defects before they cause major
disruptions.

Keep projects on time and
on budget
Save on labor costs and time by
reducing the requirements associated
with manual testing.

CONTACT US TODAY.
Cyclelabs.io

Write once, test
everywhere
Save time by writing a test once, then
reusing it an infinite amount of times.

1-866-366-1402

info@cyclelabs.io

